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I’m Just a Bill: Citations to Legislative History by the Arizona Supreme Court and Utah Supreme Court

I. Introduction

As every generation has stated before (with feeling), we live in a time of great change. Bob Dylan said it best, “the times they are a-changin”.\(^1\) Granted, he probably did not have legal research and legislative histories in mind, but perhaps he should have. One can now easily find case law and statutes online.\(^2\) Legislative history materials are not lagging too far behind. As more legislative materials become available electronically, how, if at all, have citations to these materials changed in the state courts? This question raises another question, how have the state courts treated legislative history historically? Finally, what cases or statutes authorize the use of legislative history at the state level?

This research begins as an attempt to survey the fifty states for their respective treatment of legislative history in the highest state courts, with the idea that certain trends and common history would emerge. From this beginning, the research project approached the citations to legislative history by the state courts, within set time parameters. In order to limit the scope of research to something meaningful yet manageable, this paper will be limited to two states, Arizona and Utah.\(^3\) The study will look at citation by the Arizona Supreme Court and Utah Supreme Court for three different years, 1972, 1992, and 2012. These twenty-year increments were chosen in order to paint as broad a picture as possible for comparison over the years, paralleling the developments in online legal research.

This paper looks first at the history of the use of legislative history by the state courts and attempts to find the original cases and statutes permitting its use. The second part will look at the citations to legislative history in Utah and Arizona, comparing the citations from the years 1972, 1992 and 2012. Finally, in part three, this paper will address the implications in education and for law libraries.

This paper makes no attempt to delve into the concept of statutory construction or to analyze any schools of thought on the subject or canons of construction. Instead, the focus is on what legal information was and is available, and how it was and is utilized by the courts.

---


\(^3\) These two states were, for the most part, randomly selected, but the decision was influenced by the interesting case readings that came out of part I, looking at the historical treatment of legislative history in each state.
Studies of court citations and the legislative history research process have become important areas of research today. It is the business of law librarians to know the legislative process and what documents come out of this process. They must also know how and where to find these documents. Researchers delve into citation studies to better understand court reasoning. For law librarians, this information is vital to understand what the education needs of students really are. Do they need to know legislative history research? Citation studies also arm law librarians with some of the information needed to make collection development decisions. Does our library need to preserve copies of these documents? Finally, these studies provide insight into access and preservation. Digitization of these materials allows for greater access, but does digitization preserve these materials?

II. A Brief History

a. Legislative History Defined

Legislative history is defined as, “The background and events leading to the enactment of a statute, including hearings, committee reports, and floor debates. Legislative history is sometimes recorded so that it can later be used to aid in interpreting the statute.”4 Or legislative history can simply be defined in terms of the output, “The legislative history of a law include any and all public documents relating to the law when it was still a bill in the legislature.”5 The documentation that can come out of the legislative process can include, “floor debates, planned colloquies, prepared statements on submission of a bill, statements in committees by relevant executive branch administrators, committee reports, transcripts of discussions at committee hearings, statements and submissions by interested persons, committee debates on “mark-up” of bills, conference committee reports, analyses of bills by legislative counsel and administrative departments, amendments accepted and rejected, executive branch messages and proposals, prior and subsequent legislation dealing with the same subject matter, recorded votes”.6

The materials produced by state legislatures as a product of the legislative process differs greatly from state to state. For example, the Louisiana State Law Institute produces exposés des motifs7 whereas New York produces relatively little documentation, requiring researchers to resort to the governor’s file.8 Also,

---

4 Black’s Law Dictionary (9th ed. 2009), legislative history.
5 Bart M. Davis et. al., Use of Legislative History: Willow Witching for Legislative Intent, 43 Idaho L. Rev. 585, 586 (2007).
7 Brian Huddleston, Louisiana Legislative History Resources, 30 Legal Reference Services Q. 42, 47.
not all of the materials are created for the purposes of later use in ascertaining intent. The Minnesota legislature specifically states that the statements of legislators are not to be used for determining legislative intent.9

The use of the phrase “legislative history” also differs in usage, with the meaning evolving over time. Some courts, specifically in early cases, use the phrase simply to refer to the “chronology of textual changes on the face of the state code”.10 For example, this meaning is used by the Supreme Court of Tennessee in 1868, “Until the present instance, there has not been, in the legislative history of the State, any departure from it, known to this Court.”11 This is a far cry from the general meaning and usage today.

While this paper does not purport to offer an exhaustive historical survey of the treatment of legislative history throughout the history of this country, it is useful, before reviewing and analyzing citations to these materials by modern courts, to have a basic understanding of the historical context.

The original thirteen states inherited much from England including its prohibition against the use of legislative history from England.12 Sir William Blackstone argued that the practice of equitable interpretation, looking to both the letter and the spirit of the law, permitted the judiciary to reshape the law, usurping power from the legislature.13 To interpret statutes, the British courts had for some time looked at the common law, the mischief to be remedied, the remedy decided upon by Parliament, and the true reason of the selected remedy.14 We will see versions of this test in early state case law.

Then Court of the King’s Bench decided Millar v Taylor 1769, abandoning the practice of equitable interpretation. The British “exclusionary rule” originated in this case when the court prohibited the use of parliamentary debates.15 The court stated, “The sense and meaning of an Act of Parliament must be collected from what it says when passed into law, and not from the history of changes it underwent in the House where it took its rise. That history is not known to the other house or to the Sovereign.”16

10 Jos R. Torres & Steve Windsor, supra note 6, at 547.
13 Id. at 198.
16 Id. at 437 (citing to Millar v. Taylor (1769) 4 Burr 2303, 2332 (Willes J) (KB)).
This rule remained in effect in the United Kingdom until 1992, when court in *Pepper v. Hart* allowed for a limited exception for the statements by ministers disclosing the mischief the statute intended to remedy.  

This prohibition drove the treatment, or lack thereof, of legislative history by the courts for some time (until well after the Civil War), creating the principle that judges should discern only the plain meaning from the language of the statute. In fact, scholarly literature in 1930 discussed the fragmented and changing treatments of legislative history, stated that, “In the United States, there is no general agreement.”

Courts very early on faced a conundrum; the language of the statute did not seem to have one plain meaning to interpret. In fact, the English language makes this a particularly common problem with words almost always having multiple meanings. How then did the courts find meaning in ambiguous statutory language?

Early state cases looked at “the history of the time” and similar variants. For example, "But, as has been said, if there were doubt as to the construction which should be given to this statute upon its wordings, we could have recourse to information derived from the history of the country as to the evil intended to be remedied, for the purpose of aiding us in giving the correct construction: we could also call to our aid for the same purpose the title to the act." Other variants include “the history which led up to its enactment” or simply “history”. While not specifically relying on legislative history, this at a minimum signifies a shift

---

21 Many of the states have early cases considering the meaning of constitutional provisions and looking to the constitutional convention. See R.E.H., Annotation, *Resort to constitutional or legislative debates, committee reports, journals, etc., as aid in construction of constitution or statute*, 70 A.L.R. 5 (Originally published in 1931).
away from reliance solely on the language of the statute and introduces permission to consult extrinsic aids.25

The original British equitable interpretation looked at, among other things, the mischief to be remedied.26 This is also seen in many early state cases, as the courts began to look beyond the language of the statute itself for meaning.27 One case even looked at the “spirit” or “cause which moved the legislature to enact it.”28 Again the British equitable interpretation language is mirrored in the changing American case law.

Some early cases even looked to “legislative history of the time”, using the phrase “legislative history” differently than it is generally used today. In these early cases, the phrase again meant a general history of the legislation of the state. For example, "That such was the fact, we are informed by our own recollection of the legislative history of the times".29 In rare instances, the phrase referred to chronology.30 An early Iowa case used “legislative history” to mean the changes in language from old statute to new.31 The Supreme Court in Louisiana began to look at “contemporaneous history” and “discussions attendant upon the progress of the legislation through its various stages”, language more harmonious with the modern usage and understanding of legislative history.32

While not exactly legislative history, these cases are, however, the first step in opening the doors to the use of extrinsic aids. They opened the doors for the courts to continue to the next step, and consider legislative history materials when interpreting statutory language.

It was not until after the Civil War that courts began to diverge from the traditional British treatment of legislative history.33 The earliest state Supreme Court decision to look at legislative history was Cass v Dillon in Ohio.34 This early history looked at constitutional convention debates. The change was slow in many states. Well into the early 1900s, courts were still looking to the context, spirit of the statutes, and the statutes as a whole to ascertain meaning.35

26 Fleischer, supra note 15.
28 Appeal of Neff, 21 Pa. 243, 246 (1853).
29 Ex parte Simonton, 9 Port. 390, 393-94 (Ala. 1839), see also Chicago, 190 P. at 879.
30 Stout v. Bd. of Comm’rs of Grant Cnty., 107 Ind. 343, 8 N.E. 222, 224 (1886).
31 City of Burlington v. Kellar, 18 Iowa 59, 63-64 (1864).
33 Fleischer, supra note 15, at 419.
34 Cass v. Dillon, 2 Ohio St. 607, 621 (1853).
Some early state supreme court cases looked at legislative journals. These early journal cases did not look to interpret the statute but instead looked at the journals to determine if the bill had passed following the proper procedures. The Louisiana Supreme Court says that the language of a statute cannot be altered unless the court looks to the enrolled bill, to verify that an error did occur, not to the journals. Also, in Maryland, New York, California, Kentucky, and New Jersey the engrossed bill was considered authoritative and could not be challenged by looking at the legislative journals.

In contrast to these engrossed bill cases, Michigan permitted the courts to look at the legislative journals to look at legislative reasoning to the extent that the purpose might be unconstitutional. The courts could not use the journals for statutory interpretation by itself, but if the journals revealed a purpose in violation of the constitution, that purpose would be considered.

Some courts eased into the use of extrinsic aids by first starting to look beyond the language of the statute and to the title and the language of other statutes. For example, the Georgia Supreme Court looked at the preamble and the title in 1906. Several decades before, Tennessee permitted the court to look to the title for guidance.

The courts have also set limitations on the use of extrinsic aids. For example, many cases exist prohibiting the testimony of individual legislators. For example, “Testimony to explain the motives which operated upon the law-makers, or to point out the objects they had in view, is wholly inadmissible. It would take from the statute law every semblance of certainty, and make its character depend upon the varying and conflicting statements of witnesses.” Other states have similar case language. Similarly, Maryland, New York and New Jersey prohibit

---

36 See Moody v. State, 48 Ala. 115 (1872); Harwood v. Wentworth, 4 Ariz. 378, 42 P. 1025 (1895) aff’d, 162 U.S. 547 (1896); McCulloch v. State, 11 Ind. 424, 435 (1858); Auld v. Butcher, 2 Kan. 135, 149 (1863); State v. Frank, 60 Neb. 327, 83 N.W. 74 (1900) on reh’g, 61 Neb. 679, 85 N.W. 956 (1901); State v. Rogers, 22 Or. 348, 364, 30 P. 74, 77 (1892); Southwark Bank v. Com., 26 Pa. 446, 450 (1856); Nelson v. Haywood County, 91 Tenn. 596, 20 S.W. 1 (1892); State ex rel. City of Cheyenne v. Swan, 7 Wyo. 166, 51 P. 209, 214 (1897).

37 De Sentmanat v. Soule, 33 La. Ann. 609, 610 (1881) (but noting enrolled bill was likely lost in Baton Rouge fire).


42 Pagaud v. State, 13 Miss. 491, 497 (Miss. Err. & App. 1845).

consideration of the report or statement of the draftsman. Generally, the
understanding of a single legislator is not enough to evidence legislative intent
and is therefore not permitted as a source of legislative history.

Interestingly, in 1913, while many courts were still wrestling with the use
of legislative history, the New Mexico Supreme Court found that it was proper to
consult the Spanish translation of a statute. The translation was made before the
act passed and, as many of the legislators functioned predominantly in Spanish,
was relied upon by them and thus could be used to determine intent. Arguably,
this is the first use of legislative history by the New Mexico Supreme Court, as a
draft bill translation.

While there are certainly limitations to the use of legislative history, as
just seen with legislator testimony, and unique twists, as seen in New Mexico, all
of the fifty states do permit the use of legislative history to some extent. A few
of the states have statutes authorizing the use of legislative history. Interestingly,
Oregon was one of the first states to adopt language permitting the use of
legislative history. The language of the current statute, Oregon Revised Statute
174.020, comes from the Deady Code of 1862. The Deady Code came from the
Field Code of 1848. Important to remember, is that, at the time, legislative
history did not mean the same thing as we generally refer to today. The Field
Code was also adopted in some form in Missouri, California, Iowa, Minnesota,
Indiana, Ohio, Nebraska, Wisconsin, and Kansas.

In contrast to the early entries to the use of legislative history, some states
entered late. New Jersey joined the legislative history bandwagon later than many
of the other states. In 1955, the Deaney court stated that it was permitted to look
at the sponsor’s statement that accompanies the bill. Rhode Island appears to
have also joined the legislative history party late.

N.W.2d 479 (2004); Dowdy v. Wamble, 110 Mo. 280, 19 S.W. 489 (1892); Tallevast v. Kaminski,
Emp., Council No. 91, 262 N.W.2d 163 (Minn. 1978); In re Murphy, 23 N.J.L. 180, 194 (Sup. Ct.
1851).

Baltimore Retail Liquor Package Stores Ass’n v. Kerngood, 171 Md. 426, 189 A. 209 (1937),
People v. Smith, 28 N.Y.S. 912, 913 (Gen. Term 1894).

Testimony of members of the legislature, 2A Sutherland Statutory Construction § 48:16 (7th
ed.).

Ex parte De Vore, 18 N.M. 246, 136 P. 47, 50 (1913).

See Appendix for a list of cases and statutes.

Jack L. Landau, The Intended Meaning of "Legislative Intent" and Its Implications for Statutory
Construction in Oregon, 76 Or. L. Rev. 47, 57 (1997).

Id.

Id.

Deaney v. Linen Thread Co., 19 N.J. 578, 584-85, 118 A.2d 28, 31-32 (1955); see also Barbara
H. Garavaglia, Using Legislative Histories to Determine Legislative

In the next section, this paper will look first at the legislative processes of both Arizona and Utah, including the documents produced, and then to the citations to these materials by the Arizona Supreme Court and the Utah Supreme Court.53

III. Legislative History Citations in Arizona

a. Legislative Process

The Arizona legislature website provides links to two different documents describing the legislative process, one written for a young audience and one for adults.54 Legislative history research guides can be found from the University of Arizona Law Library, Arizona State University, and the Arizona State Library.55 Links to online materials can be found at the Library of Congress’ Guide to Law Online Arizona.56 Links can also be found from the Maricopa County Law Library.57

Arizona elects a new legislature every two years.58 They have been consecutively numbered since Arizona became a state in 1912.59 The session the first year is called the first regular session and the second year is called the second regular session.60

Only legislators can sponsor legislation, but like the federal system, the original proposal may originate just about anywhere.61 The Legislative Council drafts proposed legislation according to specific standards.62 Proposed legislation can be introduced during the first twenty-two days of a regular session or the first ten days of a special session.63

---

53 These states were selected because of the interesting case readings that came out of part 1.
54 Rob Richards, Arizona Bill (1977); Randall Gnant, From Idea to Bill to Law: The Legislative Process in Arizona (2000); both available at http://www.azleg.gov/ (on left hand list and called Bill to Law and Bill Process).
55 For additional legislative history research guides for Arizona or any other state, see State Legislative History Guides, University of Pennsylvania Law School, https://www.law.upenn.edu/library/research/guides/state-legislative-history.php.
59 Id.
60 Id.
61 Gnant, supra note 54, at 21.
62 Id. at 29.
63 Supra note 58, at 37.
Measures must be read, per the Arizona Constitution, on the floor of both houses on three different days. Each reading is associated with specific actions in each house. The third reading in each house is usually involves a vote on the measure.

As with the federal system, much of the work of the Arizona legislature is done in committee. Once assigned to a standing committee, the measure will be considered on its merits in debate, hearings and testimony. Bills can, and often do, die in committee.

In addition to the standing committee, the Committee of the Whole House or Committee of the Whole Senate (consists of just that, the entire membership of either house) will consider the bill. It allows for informal debate of measures without those pesky rules of procedure getting in the way. Once a bill has been reported out of the Committee of the Whole favorable, or “COWed”, it is set for the Senate Calendar or the House Third Reading Calendar, depending on the house it is in. Bills are passed by a majority of the members of the specific house. The bill then heads to the second house for consideration.

b. Sources

The legislative process in Arizona leaves a useful paper trail for the researcher to follow. The types of materials created throughout the legislative process will be familiar to researchers of federal legislative history.

The types of legislative history in Arizona are discussed below, including access to this information today. Prior to the online access described below, print versions of the materials had to be consulted and were available at the Arizona State Legislature and the Arizona State Library. At the state legislature, documents are held with the Clerk of the Arizona House of Representative and the Senate Resource Center. Print materials are available at the university law libraries (Arizona State University Law Library and the University of Arizona Law Library), but the collections are not complete.

---

64 Id. See also Ariz. Const. Art. 4 Part 2 § 12.
65 Id.
66 Id.
67 Supra note 58, at 38. See also David Frishberg, I'm Just a Bill, Schoolhouse Rock (1975), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyeJ55o3El0;
68 Id. at 43.
69 Id.
70 Id.
71 Randall Gnant, supra note 54, at 60.
72 Id. at 63.
74 Id.
Session Laws

Session laws are available on the Arizona Legislature website from 1997 to present. Session laws are also available on the HeinOnline Session Laws library from 1864 to present. Materials previous to this are available in print and microfilm at the State Library and Arizona State University Law Library.

Senate Bills, House Bills

The researcher may wish to consult different drafts of a bill. Bills from 1997 to present are available on the Arizona Legislature website. Print versions can be found at the Arizona State Library and the bill files can be found with the Clerk of the House of Representative and the Senate Resource Center, but the bill files will be in microfiche except for the latest three years. Print House and Senate bills are available at the Arizona State University Law Library and the University of Arizona Law Library but their collections are not complete.

Legislative Study Committee Reports

Unfortunately, these reports are not just a simple click away. These reports may be available with the Clerk of the House, with the Secretary of the Senate, at the Legislative Council Library, or in the special collection of the Arizona State Library.

Committee Minutes and Interim Committee Minutes

Minutes are available on the legislature’s website from 1997 to present. Pre-1997 requires a trip to the Capitol Building to review the bill and committee files held with the Clerk of the House and Secretary of the Senate.

Journals

Chronology of actions taken on any given bill can be found in the journals, but not detailed transcripts of activities. Coverage begins in 1915 at the State Library and with volume 5 in 1921 for the University of Arizona Law Library and Arizona State University Law Library.

c. Methodology


76 Id.
77 Id. See also *Guide to Arizona Legislative History*, supra note 73.
78 Id.
79 Id.
80 Id.
81 Id.
82 Id.
83 *Guide to Arizona Legislative History at Arizona’s Capitol*, supra note 73.
84 Per respective online catalog searches.
To identify specific citations to legislative history, I began by conducting searches in Westlaw Next targeting these sources.\textsuperscript{85} Once these results were compiled, I checked my research for completeness by conducting a manual review of all cases within the given year to identify any missed citation to legislative history. I then conducted targeted searches within the set years for decisions involving ambiguous statutory language.\textsuperscript{86}

Arizona courts generally speak of looking to the plain language of the statute before resorting to canons of construction or legislative history.\textsuperscript{87} The Arizona Supreme Court held in 1942 that it could look into the history of the statute to determine the legislative intent.\textsuperscript{88}

d. 1972

In 1972, the Arizona Supreme Court decided 194 cases, only two citing to legislative history sources. This is only 1\% of cases citing to legislative history. One of these two citations was to session law and the second citation was to a bill. Of these 194 cases, two look to the plain language of the statute for meaning and do not resort to any legislative history documents.\textsuperscript{89} In total, three cases required statutory interpretation with looking to legislative history. The fourth case cites to a house bill, not for interpretive purposes but to trace facts.

e. 1992

In 1992, the Arizona Supreme Court decided a total of 88 cases. Within these opinions, nine cases cited to legislative history sources a total of twenty-three times. The court cited to legislative history in 10\% of cases. The twenty-three citations break down as follows: six citations to bills, 4 citations to committee hearings, six citations to session laws, three to veto messages, and three to debates.

Within the 88 court opinions, four cases determined that the language of the statute was unambiguous and did not warrant a look at legislative history.\textsuperscript{90}

\textsuperscript{85} Search terms included basic words including bill, report, committee, session law, journal, legislative history, legislative intent, H.B., S.B., fact sheet. Not surprisingly, these different searches returned results containing many mis-hits.

\textsuperscript{86} Search terms included unambiguous, ambiguity, and legislative intent. I did not check these search results for completeness by again conducting a manual search, so these numbers may not be exhaustive of all cases involving statutory interpretation.

\textsuperscript{87} Arizona Newspapers Ass'n, Inc. v. Superior Court In & For Maricopa Cnty., 143 Ariz. 560, 694 P.2d 1174 (1985)

\textsuperscript{88} State ex rel. Frohmiller v. Hendrix, 59 Ariz. 184, 124 P.2d 768 (1942).

\textsuperscript{89} State Tax Comm'n v. Television Servs., Inc., 108 Ariz. 236, 239, 495 P.2d 466, 469 (1972), Halenar v. Superior Court In & For Maricopa Cnty., 109 Ariz. 27, 28, 504 P.2d 928, 929 (1972)

Twice as many cases cite to legislative history over relying on the language of the statute.

f. 2012

In 2012, the Arizona Supreme Court decided only 39 cases, a drastic decrease from 1992. Of those opinions, eight cite to legislative history. The Court cited to legislative history in 20% of cases, a notable increase from 1992. Of these eight citations, six were to session laws, one to a report, and one to bill fact sheet.

Surprisingly, none of the thirty-nine cases determined that the language of the statute was unambiguous and so did not look at legislative history materials. While the number of cases citing to legislative history continues to increase, the number of cases that found the statutes unambiguous or where the court looked to the plain language of the statute has noticeably dropped. This may suggest the courts general preference for resorting to legislative history for statutory interpretation, or it could indicate that statutes are just not written like they used to be, with clarity and precision.

IV. Legislative History Citations in Utah

a. Legislative Process

The Utah State legislature website provides a basic overview of the legislative process, in addition to being the online home to the more recent legislative history documents. A detailed research guide for legislative history is maintained by the Division of Archives and Records Service, including links to online materials. Links can also be found at the Library of Congress’ Guide to Law Online Utah.

The legislature in Utah is also a bicameral system with a process similar to that of Arizona. A legislator submits an idea to the Office of Legislative Research and General Counsel to draft the bill. Once drafted, the bill is introduced, via a first reading, into the Legislature and assigned to a standing committee by the Presiding Officer on recommendation from the Rules Committee.

---

95 Id.
The standing committee then holds a public meeting to review the bill and hear testimony. After this hearing, the bill is returned to the house with a committee report. "The committee reports the bill out favorably, favorably with amendments, substituted, or that the bill has been tabled."

The bill is then debated by the full house. A bill must have thirty-eight votes in the House of Representatives and fifteen votes in the Senate to pass. The Office of Legislative Research and General Counsel then steps in again to prepare the enrolled bill, the bill in final form, that will be submitted to the Governor for signature.

b. Sources

As in Arizona, the legislative process in Utah leaves a detailed paper trail for the intrepid researcher to follow.

In 1972 and 1992, researching legislative history looked very different. The author in Finding Utah Legislative intent, from 1995 walks his readers through the process of legislative history research. He begins with the statute in the Utah Code Annotated, consults the Laws of Utah and the House and Senate Journals. Consulting the latter two involved a trip to the Utah Supreme Court library if the researcher was not lucky enough to have these print materials in their firm libraries. The researcher could also have listened to recordings of the debates by requesting the materials at the house or senate administrative offices.

Additionally, a listing of legislative history print materials available to the researcher of 1972 or 1992 can be found in Utah Practice Materials. These materials include, from the Legislative Printing Office, The Laws of the State of Utah, Journal of the House of Representatives of the State of Utah, State of Utah Senate Journal, State of Utah Legislative Bill Summary and Status Reports, Digest of Legislation as Enacted by the General Session of the Legislature, and Interim Study Committee Reference Bulletin Report. Other publishers provide the Utah Code Annotated Advance Code Service and the Utah Legislative Report. From this bibliography, a plethora of print materials can be found.

96 Id.
97 Id.
98 Id.
99 Id.
100 Id.
101 Id.
103 Id.
104 Id.
106 Id. at 30.
These materials, however, were available only at select libraries, and not always easily accessible to the researcher.

The following is a basic breakdown of what legislative materials are available to the researcher today. While the major print resources still exist, much of the materials is available online.

**Session Laws**

Session laws are available from several resources, including the State Legislature’s website from 1998. Westlaw provides coverage from 1990. Full coverage, from 1851 through present is available, with a Utah Public Library Card, via HeinOnline’s Session Laws. Print and microfilm/microfiche is available at the Utah State Archives and the State Law Library.

**Working Bills**

As stated earlier, bills go through several drafts and many changes are made as they travel through committees and debates. Territorial records are available at the State Archives. House and Senate bills are available on the state legislature’s website from 1990 to present. Older bills are available only at the State Archives. The contents of bills are not recorded in the legislative journals.

**Committee Minutes**

Committee minutes are available on the legislature’s website from 1999 to present. Older minutes are available at the State Archive, but the Archive does not have complete coverage. Audio is also available on the Utah State Legislature’s website from 2005.

---

107 *Utah Legislative History Resources*, Utah State Law Library, Aug. 2012.
108 *Id.*
110 *Legislature Laws of Utah*, Utah Department of Administrative Services, Division of Archives and Records Service, [http://archives.utah.gov/research/inventories/83155.html](http://archives.utah.gov/research/inventories/83155.html); *Utah Legislative History Resources*, supra note 93.
111 *Legislative History Records*, Utah State Archives. [http://archives.utah.gov/research/guides/legislative.htm](http://archives.utah.gov/research/guides/legislative.htm)
112 *Utah Legislative History Resources*, supra note 107.
113 *Id.*
115 *Id.*
116 *Id.*
Legislative Journals

The Senate and House Journals are available online via the state legislature’s website from 1997.\textsuperscript{117} Print House and Senate Journals are available at the State Archive and the State Law Library.\textsuperscript{118}

Legislative Interim Reports

“Interim Committees study key issues facing the state and recommend legislation for the upcoming session.”\textsuperscript{119} These reports can provide a wealth of useful information for the researcher. These histories are available online via the legislature’s website from 1990 and via the State Archive from 1967 to present.

Floor Debates

Recordings of House floor debates begin in 1957 and are available with the State Archive.\textsuperscript{120} Recordings from 1990 to present are available at the House and on the legislature’s website.\textsuperscript{121}

c. Methodology

As with Arizona, I ran targeted searches in Westlaw to identify cases specifically citing to legislative history.\textsuperscript{122} I then verified the completeness of these results by doing a manual review of the court opinions. I included citations found in concurring and dissenting opinions, as well as the main court opinion. I then searched for cases that determined that the statutory language was plain or unambiguous by using targeted searches for key phrases.\textsuperscript{123}

Utah courts first consult the language of the statute to determine legislative intent.\textsuperscript{124} The Utah Supreme Court first permitted the use of legislative history in 1909.\textsuperscript{125}

d. 1972

\bibliography{references}
The Utah Supreme Court decided 257 total opinions in 1972, with eight cases, citing a total of thirteen times, to legislative history documents. Legislative history is cited to in only 3% of cases for this year. The citations break down into three categories, resolutions, debates, and sessions laws. The court cited once to resolutions, once to debates, and eleven times to session laws.

In contrast, the court found that the language of the statute was not ambiguous in only two cases. As expected, the court did not resort to legislative history materials in these cases.

e. 1992

In 1992 the number of opinions diminished significantly from 1972, coming to a total of 98 cases. Of these cases, fifteen cite to legislative history, with a total of twenty-five combined citations. Citations increased to 15% of total opinions. Of these citations, two are to debates and the remaining twenty-three are to session laws.

Additionally, the court found no need to resort to legislative histories, finding the “plain language” of the statute sufficient to determine meaning in seven cases. This is a significant increase over the two cases from 1972.

f. 2012

The Utah Supreme Court decided 114 total cases in 2012. Of these cases, six cited to legislative history a total of twelve times, a mere 5%. While the percentage of cases citing to legislative history dropped, the variety of citations by type changes notably. Of the twelve citations, only three are to session laws, three are to bill, and six citations are to debates and statements.

In twenty-three cases, the Court found the “plain language” of the statute enough for interpretation, without needing to resort to legislative history. This is a threefold jump from 1992.

126 Of the seven total results for these searches, over half of them dealt with the ambiguity of contract language and thus were not pertinent to this comparison.
For Utah, the numbers demonstrate that as the internet and research online became available (the span between 1972 and 1992), citations to legislative history increased.

V. Implications

The results reveal two very different stories. In Arizona we see a marked increase in the use of legislative history, but in Utah, we see a significant drop.

The increase in citations in Arizona tracked with expectations and increased as access to legislative history materials became more easily accessible. Surprisingly, while the citations increased, the variety of materials cited to decreased noticeably. Also, the percentage of cases citing to legislative history increased, while the number of cases looking only to the language of the statute decreased. Just looking at the overall percentages (combined legislative history citation and cases looking to the statutory language to total cases decided that year), an increase in cases involving some sort of statutory interpretation can be seen.

Legislative history usage in Utah, on the other hand, tells a more complex story. There was a significant citation increase between 1972 and 1992, hinting that as easy electronic access increased, so did citations. The trend did not continue in 2012, where the number of cases citing to legislative history dropped. This drop, however, also includes an increase in different types of legislative history materials. In 1972 and 1992, the citations were predominantly to session laws. However, in 2012, citations to bills and debates greatly outnumbered citations to session laws. While citations decreased, the increase in variety of type of history cited may hint to the fact that better access to these materials is starting to catch on.

These results lead to even more questions. Why are citations not increasing in Utah? Why are citations in Arizona to fewer types of legislative materials? These questions are especially interesting given that a wider array of materials are more accessible now than they have ever been.

a. In Education

While much scholarly research surrounds legislative history, the focus in basic legal research and writing classes is on the basics: statutes, cases, and legal analysis writing. This, despite the fact that legislative intent often plays a key role in statutory interpretation and thus the understanding and use of which should be part of the basic skill set for practicing attorneys. Understanding the use of legislative history in the courts and the interpretive process is essential to building and making persuasive arguments before the court.

This concept of legislative history as a core competency is by no means new or original. From the MacCrate report, “The competent lawyer should understand the function of legislative history as a means of statutory construction.” The report continues by enumerating specific abilities, including understanding the components of a legislative history and understanding the criticisms of its use. Similar requirements can be found in the American Association of Law Librarians Legal Research Competencies, where the student is expected to understand what legal information is created by the different branches of government and be able to identify resources “to locate the legislative, regulatory, and judicial law produced by the respective government bodies”

On the other hand, first year law students are bombarded with material they need to learn, and learn quickly. For most, the idea of a case citation and court reporters are new and foreign territory. And legal writing introduces a new and not exactly intuitive way of writing for most 1Ls. Is it really practical to expect new students to master these basics and the intricacies of legislative history research all within the first year?

To fill the gap, many schools now offer advanced legal research and specialized legal research classes as electives. The timing of these options, after the first year, lends itself to better comprehension of more difficult research and methods. However, given the importance of legislative history documents for the practitioner, one might question the reasoning behind offering these courses as electives. Research is the cornerstone behind any legal practice. Future attorneys should no more be able to elect to take advanced legal research as future doctors opting out of studying the cardiopulmonary system or future mechanics the transmission.

---

129 A look at the Index to Perspectives: Teaching Legal Research and Writing, Vol. 1-20 by subject shows the Legislative Materials subject covering more basic topics such as updating the Code, but with a few good articles for federal legislative history documents.
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A possible solution would be to make advanced legal research classes a required part of the law school curriculum. This would save first year students from being overwhelmed by more complex research materials. It would also ensure, at least as much as required courses can, that graduates enter the legal profession with a better understanding of legislative histories. This solution does not address the additional work load making advanced legal research would place on instructors. Perhaps a less daunting solution is to focus on the basics in first year legal research courses, providing an introduction to the legislative process and how to find the best legal research guides. Not every student will need to know the specifics of how to conduct legislative history research in Kansas, but every student does need to know how the legislative process works generally and where to find research guides.

b. In Law Libraries

The trend with government documents, of which legislative history materials are an important part, appears to be a continued increase in digitization. As more and more of these government documents are made available online through state legislative websites, state archives, and elsewhere, to what extent do law libraries need to keep copies of the materials they have collected? Does every law library in the state really need or want to keep copies of the House Journals and Senate Journals if, probably when, the contents are digitized?

These changes will inevitably have an impact on collection development, especially as libraries face pressures to transition into a workspace rather than as just a place to conduct research and study. With space at a premium, decisions will need to be made to weed out unnecessary items in the collection. Digitization may result in some legislative history materials becoming “unnecessary” during weeding projects, especially as access increases online.

On the other hand, there is, arguably, historic value in many of these materials. For some libraries, in addition to the state law libraries, maintaining copies of historic volumes serves another purpose, that of preserving the official versions or original versions of government documents.

While digitization projects abound, and online access to these state materials increase, there is the risk of assuming that the documents are then preserved in perpetuity. This assumption is a mistake. This debate over digitization and preservation raises many questions. How accurate are the digitized copies? How permanent is the access? What will happen to the official print materials? Can online access really be considered public access for government documents given the digital divide? These questions are all part of

---

the ongoing debate. The answers seem to be guided more by budget cuts and necessity than by these more important issues of preservation, authenticity, and public access.

VI. Conclusions

The results of this citation survey contained many surprises. The expectation was that in both Arizona and Utah, the number of citations to legislative history would increase from year to year, due to improved online access. While this was seen in Arizona, Utah actually showed a decrease. However, Utah exhibited a trend toward citing to more types of legislative history being used by the Utah Supreme Court. Whether these trends will continue would make for an interesting continuation to this research.

Addressing those unanswered questions that resulted from this research would be the next step. Looking in detail at preservation of legislative history documents and how digitization is affecting it would be of great interest. Also, further research trends in collection development as a result of the digitization movement would be another interesting follow up to access how access to materials is being provided both today and planned for tomorrow.

## Appendix A

### Authorizing Statutes/Cases\(^\text{136}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Case/Statute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Abramson v. Hard, 229 Ala. 2, 155 So. 590 (1934)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>State ex rel. Frohnmiller v. Hendrix, 59 Ariz. 184, 124 P.2d 768 (1942)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Hill's Adm'r's v. Mitchell, 5 Ark. 608 (1844)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>S. Pac. Co. v. Indus. Acc. Comm'n, 19 Cal. 2d 271, 120 P.2d 880 (1942); Shafer v. Registered Pharmacists Union Local 1172, 16 Cal. 2d 379, 106 P.2d 403 (1940); Ex parte Goodrich, 160 Cal. 410, 117 P. 451 (1911)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Bayon v. Beckley, 89 Conn. 154, 93 A. 139 (1915); Kelly v. Dewey, 111 Conn. 281, 149 A. 840 (1930)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>State v. Amos, 76 Fla. 26, 79 So. 433 (1918)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Sharpe v. Lowe, 214 Ga. 513, 518, 106 S.E.2d 28, 32 (1958); Mayor of Savannah v. Hartridge, 8 Ga. 23, 28 (1850)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Pringle v. Bicknell, 22 Haw. 557 (1915)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Green v. Wilhite, 14 Idaho 238, 93 P. 971, 973 (1908)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Sisk v. Smith, 6 Ill. 503, 518 (1844); Moran v. Bowley, 347 Ill. 148, 155, 179 N.E. 526, 529 (1932)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Walter A. Wood Mowing &amp; Reaping Mach. Co. v. Caldwell, 54 Ind. 270, 280 (1876)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Des Moines City Ry. Co. v. City of Des Moines, 152 Iowa 18, 131 N.W. 43, 45 (1911); Iowa Code Ann. § 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>State ex rel. Coleman v. Kelly, 71 Kan. 811, 81 P. 450 (1905)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Adams v. Greene, 182 Ky. 504, 206 S.W. 759, 760 (1918)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{136}\) See also Mary Whisner, *Other Uses of Legislative History*, Law Lib. J. (forthcoming Spring 2013); R.E.H., Annotation, *Resort to constitutional or legislative debates, committee reports, journals, etc., as aid in construction of constitution or statute*, 70 A.L.R. 5 (Originally published in 1931)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>In re Lis' Estate, 120 Minn. 122, 139 N.W. 300 (1912); Minn. Stat. Ann. § 645.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>White v. Miller, 162 Miss. 296, 139 So. 611 (1932)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>Rust v. Missouri Dental Bd., 348 Mo. 616, 155 S.W.2d 80 (1941)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>State v. Omaha &amp; C.B. St. R. Co., 96 Neb. 725, 148 N.W. 946 (1914)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Maynard v. Johnson, 2 Nev. 25 (1866)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>In re Schinas's Will, 277 N.Y. 252, 259, 14 N.E.2d 58, 60 (1938); N.Y. Stat. § 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Cass v. Dillon, 2 Ohio St. 607, 621 (1853); Slingluff v. Weaver, 66 Ohio St. 621, 626, 64 N.E. 574, 575-76 (1902); Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Pure Oil Co. v. Cornish, 174 Okla. 615, 52 P.2d 832 (1935)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>State v. Tarr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Malone v. Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Augustine v. State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>Cooper v. Utah Light &amp; Ry. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>State v. Rutland R. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Shenandoah Lime Co. v. Mann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Scouten v. City of Whatcom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>Chesapeake &amp; O.R. Co. v. Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Pfingsten v. Pfingsten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>Burnham Hotel Co. v. City of Cheyenne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>